Introduction {#S0001}
============

Small﻿-cell carcinoma of the cervix (SCCC) is a rare type of cervical cancer, accounting for less than 0.8% of all carcinomas affecting the female cervix.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0004] The mean age of onset is 47 years (range, 32--65 years), and SCCC patients are at least 20 years old.[@CIT0002] There have been several terms used to refer to SCCC due to its low incidence, including small cell neuroendocrine tumors, small cell undifferentiated carcinoma, argyrophilic cell carcinoma, and endocrine intermediate cell carcinoma.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0006] It was not until 2007 when the term small-cell carcinoma was used in the General Rules of Clinical and Pathological Management of the Uterine Cervix that SCCC was classified as an independent disease because of its distinct clinicopathologic characteristics, deteriorating clinical progression, and markedly poor prognosis.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] SCCC is known to have a predilection for lymph node (LN) involvement during the early stages of the disease, leading to poor prognosis. Due to the high invasiveness of the disease and its characteristic recurrence within 2 years, modern treatment is less effective.[@CIT0009]--[@CIT0011] Given the poor prognosis due to rapid clinical progression, this study aimed to identify prognostic factors that can positively influence survival and optimal local treatment modalities in SCCC. Towards this goal, we pooled cases from our institution, the Periodical Database, and the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database for survival analysis.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013]

Patients and Methods {#S0002}
====================

Patients and Data Collection {#S0002-S2001}
----------------------------

This was a retrospective pooled analysis of the data of patients pathologically diagnosed with SCCC between 1988 and 2015 in the SEER database (Surveillance Research Program, National Cancer Institute SEER\*Stat software, Version 8.2.1),[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] between 1995 and 2015 in the Periodical Database, and between 2007 and 2015 at the Shanghai East Hospital, Shanghai, China. Pathological diagnosis was based on the primary site using the International Classification of Disease for Oncology (3^rd^ Edition). The inclusion criteria were: (1) a definite diagnosis of SCCC as the primary malignancy via biopsy or postoperative pathology and (2) availability of clinical data such as pathological type, International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) stage, LN status, specific treatment method, follow-up time, and survival status. The exclusion criteria were: (1) the presence of concurrent primary tumors in other locations or other life-threatening diseases, (2) lack of a concrete treatment plan, and (3) lack of information on follow-up, survival status, and other information or loss to follow-up. Baseline variables collected were age, marital status, and clinicopathologic variables such as tumor grade, tumor size, FIGO stage, LN status, lymphovascular space invasion (LVSI), depth of stromal invasion, and treatment methods were also collected.

Staging and Tumor Grading {#S0002-S2002}
-------------------------

In all patients, the staging was according to the 2014 FIGO clinical staging system for carcinoma of the uterine cervix (there was no difference in the classification of early and late patients by the FIGO stage before 2014 and the FIGO stage in 2014).[@CIT0014] Tumor grade was used to indicate the size of tumor tissue atypia, which reflects the morphological difference between tumor tissue and normal tissue cells in tissue structure and cell morphology. Grade I referred to well-differentiated; Grade II, moderately-differentiated; Grade III, poorly-differentiated; and Grade IV, undifferentiated (i.e., highly malignant tumors which do not show a tendency to differentiate).[@CIT0015],[@CIT0016]

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2003}
--------------------

Qualitative data were analyzed using the chi-square test. Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses were used to identify the independent prognostic factors for overall survival (OS). Kaplan-Meier survival analyses were used to evaluate OS. A nomogram was developed from the results of the Cox regression analysis, and it was used to predict the 3- and 5-year overall survival by representing the sum of points for each variable.[@CIT0017] The internal validation of the model was performed using a 1000 bootstrap resample. The C-index, which denotes the proportion of pairs, measured on a scale of 0.5 (no better than chance) to 1 (perfect discrimination), was calculated to verify the nomogram's predictive accuracy, with the responder having a higher predicted probability of response than the non-responder. The larger the C-index value, the more accurate the prediction. If the C-index of a nomogram is 0.85, it can discern a patient with an event from a patient without an event with 85% accuracy. Simply, it was used to quantify the degree of consistency between prediction probability and the actual chance of having the event of interest.[@CIT0018]--[@CIT0020] Calibration plots were presented to compare the nomogram-predicted and observed 3-5-year prognosis visually. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS statistical software package version 25.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) and R project V.3.5.1 ([<http://www.r-project.org/>]{.ul}). *P*-values \<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Clinicopathological Patient Characteristics and Treatments {#S0003-S2001}
----------------------------------------------------------

From the SEER database,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] 7 of the 592 patients identified were excluded due to unclear treatment methods. From the Chinese Periodical Database, 260 of the 353 patients identified were excluded due to lack of information. From our institution, 5 of the 22 patients identified were excluded due to loss to follow-up (n=4) and concurrent ovarian borderline mucinous cystadenoma (n=1). Eventually, 695 patients were included in this study. The demographic and clinicopathologic characteristics and treatment of the patients are shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. Of the 644 patients with available FIGO stage information, 330 (51.2%) had early-stage diseases (FIGO stage I-IIA), while 314 (48.8%) had advanced-stage diseases (FIGO stage IIB-IV). Of the 455 patients with available information on tumor size, 302 (69.1%) had tumors measuring ≥ 4 cm. Of the patients with known LN status, 78 (38.2%) and 126 (61.8%) of the early-stage patients had positive and negative LNs, respectively. Meanwhile, 57 (76.0%) and 18 (24.0%) of the advanced-stage patients had positive and negative LNs, respectively (*P*\<0.01). Concerning LVSI, 27 (42.2%) of the patients with early-stage and 12 (57.1%) of the patients with advanced-stage disease had LVSI (*P* = 0.233). Concerning stromal invasion, 41 (63.1%) and 20 (87.0%) of the early-stage and advanced-stage patients, respectively, had invasion greater than one-half of the stromal layer (*P* \<0.05). Concerning primary treatment, 226 (68.5%), 99 (30.0%), and 5 (1.5%) of the early-stage patients underwent surgery, chemoradiation, and chemotherapy alone, respectively. Meanwhile, primary treatment modalities in the advanced-stage patients were more diverse, with 70 (22.2%), 15 (4.8%), 6 (1.9%), 149 (47.5%), and 74 (23.6%) patients undergoing surgery, chemoradiation, radiation, chemotherapy alone, and other or no treatment, respectively (*P* \<0.01) ([[Table SI](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=247081.doc)]{.ul}).Table 1Demographic and Clinicopathological Characteristics and Treatment of the PatientsVariablesn (%)Year of Diagnosis 1988--199477 (14.4) 1995--200190 (16.8) 2002--2008183 (34.3) 2009--2015184 (34.5) Unknown161Age at Diagnosis \<50361 (57.4) ≥50268 (42.6) Unknown66Marital Status Married230 (44.2) Single290 (55.8) Unknown175FIGO Stage I-IIA330 (51.2) IIB-IV314 (48.8) Unknown51FIGO Stage (Detailed) I264 (41.5) II158 (24.5) III124 (19.3) IV98 (14.7) Unknown51Grade I--II5 (1.4) III--IV357 (98.6) Unknown333Tumor Size (cm) (n=437) \<4135 (30.9) ≥4302 (69.1) Unknown258Lymph Node Involvement (n=279) Positive135 (48.4) Negative144 (51.6) Unknown416LVSI (n=85) Positive39 (45.9) Negative46 (54.1) Unknown610Stromal Invasion (n=88) \<1/227 (30.7) ≥1/261 (69.3) Unknown607CDS (n=644) Yes296 (46.0) No348 (54.0) Unknown51Chemotherapy (n=644) Yes477 (74.1) No167 (25.9) Unknown51Radiotherapy (n=644) Yes217 (33.7) No427 (66.3) Unknown51Radiotherapy Record (n=217) Beam radiation135 (62.8) Radioactive implants13 (6.0) Beam + implants or isotopes67(31.2) Unknown2Treatment Method (n=644) CDS64 (9.9) Chemotherapy154 (23.9) Radiotherapy6 (0.9) Surgery+ Chemotherapy135 (21.0) Surgery+ Radiotherapy23 (3.6) Chemoradiation114 (17.7) Surgery+ Chemoradiation74 (11.5) No treatment74 (11.5) Unknown51[^1]

Prognostic Factors and Local Treatment Modalities of All Patients {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The 1-, 3-, and 5-year OS in the whole cohort were 63.3%, 36.9%, and 30.2%, respectively. The 3- and 5-year OS in the early-stage patients were 53.8% and 46.0%, whereas those in the advanced-stage patients were 21.1% and 15.9%, respectively (*P* \<0.01) ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). Univariate analysis showed that age (*P* \<0.01), FIGO stage (*P* \<0.01), whether radiation was performed (*P* \<0.01), LN involvement (*P* \<0.01), undergoing primary surgery (*P* \<0.01), and LVSI (*P* = 0.024) correlated with OS. In contrast, the depth of stromal invasion, tumor size, chemotherapy, and tumor grade did not correlate (*P* \>0.05). The 5-year OS and univariate Cox regression model are summarized in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. In multivariate Cox regression model with adjustment for potential confounders, LN status (HR 2.193, 95% confidence interval CI 1.487--3.235, *P* \<0.01), cancer-directed surgery (CDS) (HR 1.784, 95% CI 1.146--2.776, *P* \<0.01), and FIGO stage (HR 1.297, 95% CI 1.055--1.594, *P* \<0.01) were independent prognostic factors for OS ([Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, we analyzed data on the LVSI and stromal invasion group, and found that LVSI (HR 2.842, 95% CI 1.064--7.590, *P* \<0.05) was also an independent prognostic factor ([[Table SII](https://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=247081.doc)]{.ul}).Figure 1Kaplan--Meier curves for overall survival in (**A**) the overall cohort and (**B**) according to the FIGO stage.Figure 2Univariate analysis of the overall survival (OS) in the overall cohort. \*The 5-year OS could not be determined as most patients in one of the groups had died within 60 months.\#The 5-year OS could not be calculated as the population of one group was too small.Figure 3Multivariate analysis of the overall survival in the overall cohort.

Prognostic Factors and Local Treatment Modalities According to FIGO Stage {#S0003-S2003}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We performed a further stratified analysis according to the FIGO stage and found that there were significant differences in treatment patterns and prognostic factors according to the stage. For stages I-IIA patients, univariate analysis showed that age ≥50 years (27.7% vs 55.1%, HR 2.254, 95% CI 1.633--3.110, *P* = 0.000), no CDS (54.8% vs 28.6%, HR 2.267, 95% CI 1.594--2.999, *P* \<0.01), use of radiotherapy (primary, adjuvant, or concurrent with chemotherapy; 51.1% vs 40.1%, HR 0.683, 95% CI 0.497--0.938, *P* = 0.001) and LN metastasis (30.2% vs 60.3%, HR 2.368, 95% CI 1.531--3.661, *P* = 0.001) were associated with worse prognosis. Multivariate analysis showed that CDS (HR 3.678, 95% CI 1.535--8.810, *P* \<0.01) and LN status (HR 2.021, 95% CI 1.263--3.232, *P* \<0.01) were independent prognostic factors.

In stages IIB-IV patients, univariate analysis showed that age ≥50 years (10.8% vs 22.0%, HR 1.656, 95% CI 1.282--2.139, *P* = 0.000), tumor size ≥4 cm (18.2% vs 36.9%, HR 1.960, 95% CI 1.105--3.478, *P* = 0.021), no CDS (11.8% vs 29.3%, HR 1.982, 95% CI 1.431--2.746, *P* = 0.000), no chemotherapy (primary, adjuvant, or concurrent with radiation; 12.5% vs 18.1%, HR 2.683, 95% CI 1.957--3.678, *P* = 0.000), and no radiotherapy (primary, adjuvant, or with concurrent chemotherapy; 12.9% vs 30.3%, HR 1.550, 95% CI 1.101--2.182, *P* = 0.012) were associated with poor prognosis. However, LN status was not (*P* = 0.156), possibly because the majority of patients (76%) in the advanced stage already had LN metastasis. In the multivariate Cox regression model with adjustment for confounders, age ≥50 years (HR 1.435, 95% CI 1.014--2.030, *P* \<0.05), tumor size ≥4 cm (HR 2.081, 95% CI 1.101--3.935, *P* \<0.05), no chemotherapy (HR 2.268, 95% CI 1.487--3.454, *P* \<0.01), and no radiation (HR 1.632, 95% CI 1.027--2.959, *P* \<0.05) were significantly correlated with a worse prognosis. However, there was no significant difference in the prognosis of patients who underwent surgery and those who did not (*P* \>0.05; [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}).Table 2Cox regression model according to the FIGO stageUnivariate Cox regression modelVarianceFIGO I-IIAFIGO IIB-IV5-year OS (%)P valueHR (95% CI)Year OS (%)P valueHR (95% CI)Age0.0002.2540.0001.656 ≧5027.7(1.633-3.110)10.8(1.282-2.139) \<5055.122.0Tumor Size0.6490.9140.0211.960 ≧450.7(0.622-1.344)18.2(1.105-3.478) \<442.336.9Radiation0.0190.6830.0121.550 No51.1(0.497-0.938)12.9(1.101-2.182) Yes40.130.3Chemotherapy0.0520.6680.0002.683 No56.7(0.436-1.023)12.5(1.957-3.678) Yes41.118.1LN Involvement0.0012.368β0.1562.330 Positive30.2(1.531-3.661)(0.986-5.506) Negative60.3CDS0.0002.2670.0001.982 No28.6(1.594-2.999)11.8(1.431-2.746) Yes54.829.3**Multivariate Cox regression modelVarianceSubsetP valueHR (95% CI)**FIGO I-IIACDSNo VS Yes0.0043.678(1.535-8.810)Age≧50 VS \<500.2401.361(0.814-2.274)RadiationNo VS Yes0.1150.566(0.379-1.149)LN InvolvementPositive VS Negative0.0032.021(1.263-3.232)FIGO IIB-IVAge≧50 VS \<500.0411.435(1.014-2.030)Tumor Size≧4 VS \<40.0242.081(1.101-3.935)RadiationNo VS Yes0.0381.632(1.027-2.959)ChemotherapyNo VS Yes0.0002.268(1.487-3.454)CDSNo VS Yes0.3681.234(0.781-1.948)[^2][^3]Figure 4Cox overall survival curve of patients with small-cell carcinoma of the cervix (SCCC) (**A**) FIGO stage I--IIA, according to CDS treatment status; (**B**) FIGO stage I-IIA, according to lymph node status; (**C**) FIGO stage IIB-IV SCCC, according to chemotherapy treatment status; (**D**) FIGO stage IIB-IV according to radiation treatment status, and (**C**) FIGO stage IIB-IV, according to CDS treatment status.

Nomogram for Different FIGO Stages {#S0003-S2004}
----------------------------------

We created prognostic nomograms for different FIGO stages that could predict OS based on the Cox proportional hazard model. The prognostic factors, after a stepwise forward selection in the COX regression analysis, were subsequently included in the nomogram construction. To use the nomogram, the variable value attributed to an individual patient is located on each variable axis, and a line is drawn upwards to determine the number of points received for each variable value. To determine the 3-5-year overall survival probability, a line is drawn downwards from the total points axis to the survival axis, where the total points represent the sum of points of each variable. We internally validated the model by conducting a 1000 bootstrap resample, while the C-index was calculated to validate the discrimination power for OS of multiple factors.

Age, LN status, CDS, chemotherapy, and radiation were subsequently included in the nomogram construction for FIGO stage I-IIA patients ([Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}A). As indicated in the nomogram, CDS and LN status were prominent contributors to the prognosis of early-stage patients, whereas, chemotherapy was the least significant to prognosis. Age, tumor size, CDS, chemotherapy, and radiation were included in constructing the nomogram of FIGO stage IIB-IV patients ([Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}B). As the model shows, chemotherapy and tumor size play important roles in the prognosis of advanced-stage patients, while surgery is not associated with prognosis; the C-index was 0.67 (95% CI 0.61--0.73) and 0.67 (95% CI 0.62--0.72), respectively, indicating that our nomogram was accurate to an extent in predicting OS. The calibration plots which verified the correlations of OS between the predicted and actual results are presented in [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}. This nomogram could be helpful for individualized prognosis assessment in patients with SCCC.Figure 5Nomogram evaluation of patients with small-cell carcinoma of the cervix (**A**) FIGO stage I-IIA and (**B**) FIGO stage IIB-IV.Figure 6Calibration plots for 3- and 5-year OS of patients with small-cell carcinoma of the cervix (**A, B**) FIGO stage I-IIA and (**C, D**) FIGO stage IIB-IV.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

Most studies on SCCC have sample sizes of \<100 patients due to the rarity of the disease. In this study, we evaluated the clinicopathologic characteristics, survival, and optimal local treatment modalities for SCCC using a pooled cohort of 695 patients identified from the SEER database,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] the Chinese Periodical Database, and our institution. SCCC is characterized by an aggressive disease course and poor prognosis, with a 5-year survival rate of only 29% compared to 68% in other cervical cancer subtypes.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0021],[@CIT0022] In this study, the 1-, 3-, and 5-year OS were 63.3%, 36.9%, and 30.2% respectively. Consistent with the findings of previous studies,[@CIT0008] we confirmed that the FIGO stage is an important prognostic indicator. Furthermore, survival analysis based on the FIGO stage showed that early-stage patients (FIGO I-IIA) have a better prognosis than did advanced-stage patients (FIGO IIB-IV), with a 5-year survival rate of 46.0% compared to only 15.9% respectively. We also found a significant correlation between LN status and the FIGO stage in SCCC. The positivity rate of LNs was 38.2% in FIGO stage I-IIA patients and 76.0% in FIGO stage IIB-IV patients. LN metastasis was also an independent prognostic factor, consistent with the findings of Huang et al[@CIT0023] and Tian et al,[@CIT0024] but in contrast to the report by Cohen et al.[@CIT0021] In our multivariate analysis according to the FIGO stage, LN status was an independent prognostic factor in patients with early-stage disease, but not in patients with advanced-stage disease. We speculated that this might be because most patients with advanced-stage disease already had LN metastasis. Several studies suggest that SCCC is characterized by a high incidence of early nodal and distant metastases that result in poorer prognosis than other subtypes.[@CIT0010],[@CIT0025]-[@CIT0027] Our findings support this with a 38.2% LN metastasis rate for FIGO stage I-IIA SCCC patients compared with 13% for other subtypes patients. We suspect that this is due to the more aggressive biological behavior of SCCC.[@CIT0028]

The impact of LVSI and stromal invasion on the prognosis of SCCC has been conflicting. Tian et al[@CIT0024] and Intaraphet et al[@CIT0029],[@CIT0030] suggested that the depth of stromal invasion was a prognostic factor of SCCC. However, Huang et al[@CIT0031] reported that the depth of stromal invasion and LVSI were not significantly correlated with the prognosis of SCCC. In our study, the multivariate analysis confirmed that LVSI, but not the depth of stromal invasion, was associated with SCCC prognosis. More research is needed to evaluate the prognostic value of LVSI and depth of stromal invasion in patients with SCCC.

Our study findings emphasized the effect of primary surgery on the prognosis of early-stage patients. In the early-stage patients, the 5-year survival rate of those who underwent CDS was significantly higher than that of patients who did not undergo CDS. Multivariate analysis also showed that CDS was an independent prognostic factor for early-stage patients. This is consistent with the findings of Zhou et al.[@CIT0026] However, multivariate analysis showed that CDS was not correlated with prognosis in patients with advanced-stage disease. These results support the Gynecologic Cancer InterGroup recommendation of surgical treatment of SCCC patients with stages I-IIA disease and chemoradiotherapy for patients with stages IIB-IV disease.[@CIT0025]

The role of chemotherapy is particularly emphasized in the treatment of SCCC. Some researchers believe that SCCC has similar invasiveness to small cell lung cancer;[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] thus, the treatment of SCCC is similar to that of small cell lung cancer, which is mainly treated by chemotherapy,[@CIT0034]--[@CIT0038] postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy is recommended even in early-stage disease. In our study, chemotherapy had a prognostic benefit only in advanced-stage patients, but not in early-stage patients. This finding is consistent with the report by Cohen et al.[@CIT0021] Furthermore, Tian et al[@CIT0024] reported that postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy does not seem to improve the 5-year survival rate of early-stage SCCC patients. In contrast, Zhang et al[@CIT0039] reported that even early-stage disease patients who received adjuvant chemotherapy achieved better outcomes. No standardized guideline for the selection of chemotherapy regimens in SCCC has been developed. Because the SEER database[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] does not include data on the specific chemotherapy regimen and treatment course, these were not evaluated in the current study. Huang et al[@CIT0031] found that platinum-based chemotherapy (etoposide or paclitaxel combined with cisplatin) could improve the survival rate; whereas, Yuan et al[@CIT0040] reported that patients who received Taxotere and cyclophosphamide chemotherapy (paclitaxel combined with carboplatin) could achieve a better prognosis. Meanwhile, Frumovitz et al[@CIT0009] suggested that topotecan, paclitaxel, and bevacizumab could improve the progression-free survival of patients with recurrence. Given the controversy over the effects of chemotherapy in early-stage patients and the uncertainty of the choice of specific chemotherapy regimens, more prospective research is needed to provide a reference for the treatment of SCCC in the future. As for radiotherapy, Lin et al[@CIT0041] reported that radiotherapy might play an essential role in the treatment of advanced diseases, and our findings support this.

The nomogram we developed could evaluate individualized prognosis. As calculated in the nomogram for FIGO I-IIA patients, those without surgery had the highest number of points, followed by those with positive LNs, and then, patients aged ≥50 years. Scores on radiation and chemotherapy were low, indicating no evident influence on the prognosis of patients. For FIGO IIB-IV patients, the nomogram shows that patients who did not undergo chemotherapy could have a worse prognosis, followed by patients with tumor size ≥4 cm, and then, those who did not receive radiotherapy. In contrast, CDS had the lowest points. The C-index calculation and calibration were performed to verify the consistency of nomogram-predicted OS with actual OS. We can derive a simple algorithm from this model to individually evaluate the prognosis of patients. Further research in larger prospective cohorts is needed to verify the applicability of the model to increase its generalizability.

Our research has some limitations. First, the majority of the patients were identified from small case series, making it difficult to validate the quality of information; this is an inherent limitation in any retrospective study. Second, due to pathological factors (eg marginal state, parametrial invasion status, LVSI, and stromal invasion) and lack of central pathology review and recurrence status in the SEER database,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] we were unable to ascertain patients' conditions accurately. The SEER database also lacks information on chemotherapy regimens and doses,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] which might affect the evaluation of the clinical value of local treatments. Furthermore, our study is limited by the potential heterogeneity of our patient population between local hospital data and literature data because the diagnostic criteria and the quality of information from the Periodical Database sources are still unknown. However, the main advantage of this study is that population-based studies can be used to describe the epidemiologic and clinicopathologic characteristics, treatment trends, and survival outcomes of this rare disease. Further, our nomogram generated using multivariate analysis effectively evaluated the individualized prognosis of patients.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

In conclusion, our study demonstrated that SCCC is characterized by a high degree of invasiveness, even in the early stage of the disease. However, patients with FIGO stage I-IIA disease have better 5-year survival than those with FIGO stage IIB-IV disease (46.0% vs 15.9%). Optimal treatment modalities are radical surgery for early-stage SCCC and chemoradiotherapy for advanced-stage SCCC. Our data provided indices for assessing individual prognosis and choosing personalized treatment modalities.

Our study benefitted from data available in the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database, Periodical Database, as well as the China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) and WANFANG DATA.
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